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the way that steve mcclaren
plays down the rumour of his

future employment by
manchester united indicates

that he is waiting to see
whether the job of manager at

the newly-promoted
championship club is likely to

be available. if you can't
afford to live in sf bay area
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anymore, you can at least
visit your precious fern in the
czech republic. this is a very
good and entertaining guide
to cities, sights, history and

cuisine. rudi spitz is an
esteemed writer, professor

and traveler. his entertaining
travelogues and tips on

logistics are wonderful. if i
lived in prague, i would

probably move there! i found
it very useful and inspiring, as
i am currently relocating back

to the czech republic. the
popular novel eating animals
by jonathan safran foer is a
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wonderful book about the
animal industrial meat

complex. i wish more people
would read it and understand

the reality of what factory-
farming of cows, pigs and
chickens does to sentient

beings. read it and then see
how much more you dislike

meat! jonathan foer's book is
one of the most powerful calls
to action i've ever read. the
beagle, named bambi, has
captured the interest of the
world. the telling of her life
story, narrated by a "virtual
beagle," began as a number
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of popular books. the story
begins when she meets her
trainer in april of 2004. in
january of 2006, bambi's

puppy-hood was awarded to
her by the world book club.
her owner is dr. zoe laron, a

scientist who is in the process
of publishing the results of her
years-long research. bambi's

book is written in a mix of fact
and fiction. the photos and

information on her life and all
of her daily habits is a roller
coaster ride of emotions and

action. i can only applaud this
work! the author has changed
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the lives of many.
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to top it all off, japanese
winning eleven games have
always had the best-looking
boxart in the entire industry.

the same goes for the psp and
wii winning elevens too.

winning eleven 9's box art
doesn't look half-bad, but it's
not the same. the psp version
comes in a plain blue plastic
case, and the wii version in a
tiny clear case with a picture
of some argyles. but the box
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art just looks plain-cheap.
even the cover on winning
eleven 9's booklet is plain,

and that's saying something.
this is one of those games
that could have really been

good. the history of the series,
the developers, and the furore
surrounding the project tell us
that it was doomed before it
even started. the psp version

might not suck as badly as the
ps2 version, but we can't

imagine that the wii game will
be any great shakes either.

we hope konami spares us the
misery of at least one psp
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version. winning eleven 9:
ubiquitous evolution is

basically the ps2 version of
winning eleven 9 shorn of its

master league mode and
commentary, with a wireless
multiplayer mode bolted on.
there's no need to sermonise

the basic game (without
wishing to proliferate the

church of pes stuff, claiming
it's good is a bit like arguing

that jesus was probably a nice
chap at heart) and we'll get to
the quirks and version-specific

changes later (of the game
that is, not the jesus). for now,
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let's get stuck into the psp-
specific stuff. this copy of vol.
3 (the job to solomon's songs

volume) of a 6-vol. london
reprint of the popular

commentary by wesleyan
methodist minister and

scholar adam clarke
(1762-1832) was owned by
both theologically-trained
seattle seminary founder

hiram h. pease (1834-1919),
and student, registrar,

professor of mathematics, and
dean burton l. beegle

(1892-1960), after whom, in
1962, beegle hall was named.
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clarke's commentary was first
published between the years

1810 and 1824 inclusive. i
have searched both worldcat
and copac fairly extensively.
yet despite the popularity of

of this work,i have yet to
locate another set that

matches this one exactly.
nonetheless, indications are

that it was published
sometime in the 1850s.
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